DISCLAIMER
No Investment Advice Provided

Forex Insiders is controlled and operated by Forex Insiders B.V. from the
Netherlands, and is not intended to subject Forex Insiders to the laws or jurisdiction
of any country or territory other than that of the Netherlands. Forex Insiders B.V. is
not registered as a broker-dealer, futures commission merchant, introducing
broker, investment adviser or commodity trading advisor. Forex Insiders B.V. is not
regulated by any Financial Services Authority, including the Dutch Authority for
the Financial Markets (AFM), the U.K. Financial Services Authority, the U.S. SEC, or
CFTC, any of the U.S. prudential regulators or any U.S. banking or financial services
commission.
Forex Insiders publishes information regarding foreign exchange for educational
and general informational purposes only. Forex Insiders is an informational tool
and does not provide personalised recommendations or views. The information
made available by Forex Insiders is impersonal and general in all aspects, and not
tailored to the specific investment circumstances of an individual trader or
investor, and should not be considered as solicitation, advice or recommendation
for a specific investment or trade. Forex Insiders does not accept investor funds or
currency and will not act as discretionary adviser to or direct trading for an investor.
No content, including any ideas, comments, messages, news, analyses, market
data, prices, or other information contained on Forex Insiders should be
understood as constituting a recommendation or advice to enter in securities
transactions or to engage in any of the ideas presented in Forex Insiders.
We do not recommend making hurried investment or trading decisions. Forex
Insiders should not be relied upon as a recommendation to invest in or trade
securities, commodities, or foreign exchange or as a replacement for your decision
making or as a substitute for extensive independent market research before
making your actual investment or trading decisions. Appropriate independent
advice that evaluates your particular investment goals and financial circumstances
should be obtained from a third party before making any such decisions, including
the decision to make an investment. If you follow any ideas, whether from Forex
Insiders and/or any Forex Insiders Expert accessible through Forex Insiders, you do
so on your own initiative and at your own risk, and you are responsible for
complying with all local laws, rules and regulations. In the end, you decide whether
to enter the trade yourself or not.
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Trade ideas and views posted on Forex Insiders, including by Experts, may
differ materially from each other. One posted trade idea may be in direct
conflict with another posted on the information platform. Users must
evaluate each trade idea independently and modify it in accordance with
such user’s own needs.
Forex Insiders does not permit users to
automatically execute trade ideas via any connected third-party brokerage
account(s). The information and trade ideas posted on the platform are to
be used only after careful evaluation by a user in consultation with his or her
investment adviser and trades may need to be modified in order to be
suitable for a user and to satisfy that user’s investment objectives and
financial requirements.

We also can provide you with connectivity through our app to your own account
with your online broker. We are not involved In directing your trades, and you
should not treat our general informational resources as being a model portfolio or
trade recommendation. We act solely as a publisher of information and
technology provider to connect you with your trading accounts (which you must
separately open with third party brokers directly). Our decision to support access
to your account at a third-party broker for real-time trading is a function of the
ease, stability and efficiency of the API it offers for automated trading in your third
party account from our platform. By no means do we endorse any broker nor have
a partnership with them. You should perform your own due diligence before
making a selection. We are also not able to assist you with on-boarding by a broker,
and you must handle that directly with the broker.

Forex Insiders will not accept liability for any loss or damage, including without
limitation any loss of profit, which may arise directly or indirectly from use of or
reliance on Forex Insiders.
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